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Note from the Editor: 
  
The MacroReport is designed to move beyond both the scope and limits of traditional 
reports. In addition to an in-depth review of macroeconomic trends, we provide unique 
tools and model portfolios, based on our patented and proprietary quantitative analysis, 
for fund managers and institutional investors to incorporate into their own portfolio 
decisions. 
  
The focus of this edition of the MacroReport is global oil. We take a look at the big-
picture trends and the possible impact on U.S. markets in terms of three discrete 
scenarios: High Oil Prices, Medium Oil Prices and Low Oil Prices.  
  
To interpret our analysis we provide the following tools:  
  
The Scenario Box, which indicates the degree of impact of each scenario upon a variety 
of asset classes and major U.S. indexes. (Pg. 17) 
  
Scenario-based Optimized ETF Portfolios and Optimized Stock Portfolios, which analyze 
trends from a multiple-factor approach. (Pg. 23-28)   
  
QuickResponse Portfolios, based on single-factor trends within each scenario, including 
those for oil, currencies, bonds and volatility. (Pg. 29-35) 
  
Correlation Matrices, which helps investors identify which economic factors are most 
important in determining the short run and long run fluctuations in the value of their 
individual holdings, and can facilitate more effective portfolio construction and 
diversification. (Pg. 36-51) 
  
MacroReport InterActive, a virtual “time-machine” which gives subscribers a method to 
track the current trends in the scenarios explored in previous issues via our updated 
Optimized Portfolios, Quick Response Portfolios and respective performance charts.  
  
Thank you for reading The MacroReport. 
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Welcome to The MacroReport 
 
What’s inside: 
 
The Eurozone's failed efforts to rein in its sovereign debt crisis has been a primary factor 
in the steep drop in price of light sweet crude oil and the 100-point loss for the S&P 500 
Index. With the dollar serving lately as the "safe-haven" of choice, will oil continue to drop in 
price along with the equity markets, or will a concerted effort by key central banks stem the 
flight from riskier investments and reverse oil’s recent downtrend? 
 
The heat of concern centered on Iran's quest to increase its enriched uranium stockpile 
seems to have cooled, deflating some of the volatility that impacted crude prices earlier 
in 2012. Will the relative stability in the Middle East feed the downtrend in oil, or will a flock 
of geopolitical Black Swans descend to drive up crude prices to pre "crash of  '08 " levels? 
 
Shale oil retains the potential as a game-changer for the United States' energy needs, 
though  potential remains the operative phrase. With Presidential elections just around the 
corner, will the subject of U.S. independence from foreign oil move to the forefront of 
national debate and stimulate a coherent energy policy? 
 
The MacroReport will consider three scenarios driven by a combination of these 
circumstances and events, evaluate impact on the U.S. market, and conclude with a series 
of economic factor-based ETF portfolios, S&P 1500 portfolios, and QuickResponse™ 
stock choices geared to each scenario.  
 
In addition, The MacroReport expands its valuable interactive component that is currently 
available to our subscribers at MacroReport InterActive. It is a rich resource that we 
encourage you to utilize. 
 
New to the MacroReport: The Angst Gauge, a barometer that gives readers an instant 
snapshot of the current state of the domestic macroeconomic picture, is available on 
page 4. 
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Current Angst Level: 1.087 

The MacroReport introduces the Angst Gauge, an at-a-glance take on the U.S. economy 
that provides a quick read on the country’s overall psychology and sentiment from a 
macroeconomic perspective. The MacroReport looks forward to having this metric 
incorporated into the national economic dialogue. 

The Angst Gauge, driven by MacroRisk’s key 18 economic factors, is designed to have a 
performance similar to other measures of societal stress or worry, but is tilted towards 
financial market anxiety. During times of growing economic and social uncertainty this 
gauge will tend to rise, and it will have a tendency to fall in more stable times. 

Over the course of the past several years, the Angst Gauge has been primarily propelled by 
a combination of debt instability and high civilian unemployment rates. This may be seen in 
Charts 1-4, where familiar economic references are offered up for comparison. 
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Chart 1 Chart 2 

Chart 3 Chart4 

Angst Gauge Angst  vs. S&P 500 

Angst vs. VIX Angst vs. Unemployment 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 
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As recently as late February, the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, 
Christine Lagarde, expressed her concern over the dangers that the rise in global oil 
prices posed to the world economy. That concern seems almost quaint after light sweet 
crude prices (WTI) have plunged about 20% in the space of a mere three months. 
 
The chief culprit is readily identifiable as the Eurozone, with its complex array of 
systemic problems including both sovereign debt and banking liquidity issues. While the 
recent spate of weak domestic economic reports from the U.S. certainly contributed to 
investor concern, April’s 0.1% increase in the unemployment rate probably would have 
been shrugged off had a coherent solution been put forth by the EU.  
 
However, the key Eurozone leaders continue to struggle to find a satisfactory endgame 
to the regions intrinsic problems. Undoubtedly, the two rounds of the Long Term 
Refinancing Operation (LTRO) put forth by the European Central Bank (ECB) over the 
last six months were effective short-term solutions for the growing bank liquidity 
problems in the Eurozone. But the credit problem grows worse, and though Germany’s 
robust economy has managed to halt the slide of the region into a formal recession for 
now, the crucial debt-to-GDP ratio of Greece, Spain and even France remain stubbornly 
high, representing levels that make debt payback virtually impossible. 
 
Investors’ confidence has been diminished by the spate of red flags waving across 
Europe at the moment. Fitch just cut Spain’s credit rating down close to junk levels. 
Perhaps more disturbing, Moody’s has cut the ratings of several German banks, 
indicating a certain level of contagion that has even impacted Europe’s largest economy. 
Investors are also hearing a growing chorus of frank, yet disconcerting, comments by EU 
officials on the inevitability of a Greek exit from the Eurozone.  
 
Risk appetite remains, of course, as evidenced by the most recent auction of Spanish 
debt. There was more demand than anticipated, with over $750 million of 10-year bonds 
sold. Spain must pay an interest rate of 6.044% on those bonds, which is up from April’s 
rate of 5.743%.  
 
 

 

“The Big Throw” May Take Awhile To Catch On 
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However, with the Spanish government reportedly on the cusp of requesting bailout 
funds from the Eurozone’s finance ministers, one wonders who will really end up 
paying that interest in the long run, as an upcoming IMF report may indicate that 
Spanish banks will require over $50 billion in funds just to cover capital shortfalls. 
 
The idea of more bailouts seems to placate investors in the short run, as is obvious by 
seeing Wall Street’s positive response to the last round of funds provided to Greece 
earlier this year. A bailout of Spain would likely have a similar effect on the markets, 
but, like the two LTROs and the Greek fix before it, the underlying debt problems 
remain. (Chart 5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Source: IMF                                                                                                                                                      Chart 5 
 

“The Big Throw” May Take Awhile To Catch On  (cont’d) 
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A proposed vehicle for shared debt burden in the form of Eurobonds continues to gain 
traction, though Germany remains reticent to sign off on a deal that would certainly 
cause a rise in its own interest rates. 
 
Should such a vehicle manage to manifest, it would indicate a level of commitment and 
stability that would cheer the markets. But Eurobonds, or a similar instrument, could 
require European Union treaty revisions, something that could take years to enact. 
Still, a consensus on the concept by EU leaders could be all that investors need to shift 
the flow of funds back to equities and commodities. 
 
Expectations are already high for the upcoming EU summit scheduled for June 28, 
though Germany’s Angela Merkel has already tried to dampen those expectations, 
emphasizing that solutions will likely be incremental, rather than deciding “the big 
throw.” The Big Throw is exactly what investors want to see, but they surely will have to 
be patient. That same patience may bode well for the dollar, but less so for U.S. 
equities, European bourses, and U.S. dollar denominated commodities such as oil.   
 
The Bottom Line: Capital continues to flow in the direction of the U.S. dollar for the 
moment, as it hits heights not seen in close to two years. Crude oil prices, absent any 
significant geopolitical event, will continue to trend in the opposite direction, at least 
until a clear resolution is reached for the Eurozone. That resolution may be a positive 
consensus in the form of Eurobonds, or a negative one in the form of sovereign debt 
defaults. The uncertainty lies in the muddle of the middle, where investors currently are 
prone to lose their risk appetite.  
 

 

“The Big Throw” May Take Awhile To Catch On  (cont’d) 
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Three months ago, the price of oil was at its 10-month high, courtesy of up-trending 
equity markets and a feisty Iran that was bent upon saber-rattling. Fast-forward to the 
present, and oil is mired in the murk, looking for a level of support that it has yet to find. 
The shift can be attributed to a combination of macroeconomic factors, including a 
prospective drop in demand from both developed and emerging nations, but a key 
difference is that, for the moment at least, the fear of an Iran-Israeli conflict has been 
removed from the equation. 
 
This “war premium” is one of the components that make oil as a commodity rather 
unique. In fact, it might be fair to categorize it in the class of volatility assets due to its 
extremely reactive nature to all things geopolitical.  
 
It remains, of course, subject to actual supply and demand, and OPEC is meeting next 
week in Vienna to address that side of things. Yet it is fear of disruption that drives up oil 
prices in short time frames and the deflation of that fear that, when coupled with a 
general market downtrend, causes the sort of correction that crushed crude prices down 
to YTD lows. 
  
This month’s scheduled nuclear talks between Tehran and representatives of the 
European Union, the U.S., China and Russia will center upon Iran’s production of high-
grade uranium. Iran may be forced to back off from its stance of refusing to curb 
production, as the impact of central bank sanctions is already having a strong impact on 
its economy. Coupled with the oil embargo that the EU is about to impose, Iran’s options 
appear to be limited. If it resists the pressure to comply, the damage to its economy will 
be severe. 
 
Tehran may revert back to threats of blocking the Strait of Hormutz, through which 
approximately one-sixth of the world’s oil travels. This scenario has been labeled as akin 
to economic suicide for Iran, though the threat of such action has contributed to spiking 
prices already this year. However, Iran’s cost of oil production may soon be hovering 
close to the current price of oil, and if it gets closer to that threshold, it might become 
compelled to try to rattle the markets once again. 

 
 
 
 

The War Premium Departs For the Moment 
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One factor in this equation is that, this being a U.S. Presidential election year, the 
Obama administration will probably maintain a hard-nosed stance in any negotiations 
with Tehran. If stubbornness becomes the modus operandi all around, than the situation 
could easily revert to the same one that occurred earlier this year in which Israel gets 
jumpy, the region gets tense, and the “war premium” reenters the picture.  
  
The problem this time around is that the global economic picture has deteriorated in the 
last several months, and a spike in oil prices could run head-on into a weakened equity 
market. It is a one-two punch that would have a strong global economic impact, and one 
that hopefully can be avoided. 
 
Perhaps somewhat more of a Black Swan in nature is another problem in the Middle 
East. According to UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, Syria is about to enter into a full-
blown civil war. While most countries are calling for the ouster of Syrian President 
Bashar al-Assad, he does have one stalwart ally: Russia. 
  
Russia has a strong vested interest in Syria, one that is represented in both armaments 
contracts and energy deals.  It probably doesn’t want to be on the wrong end of a losing 
battle, but there may be more in play here.  
 
Russia, like Iran, has a strong interest in keeping the cost of oil high. It is the world’s 
leading oil producer, at an estimated 9.5 million barrels per day, and the second leading 
exporter just behind Saudi Arabia. Russia’s economy has proven relatively robust, but, 
according to the IMF, its non-oil fiscal deficit remains at about 10% of GDP. That deficit 
would increase fairly quickly if oil prices remain weak. While the amount of oil that Syria 
produces remains relatively modest, ranking 34th in the world, a disruption in its 
production could have its own “war premium” effect. The current commotion in Syria 
may provide Russia with a way to assure that its oil revenue increases rather than falls, 
though it’s likely that any collateral damage won’t be factored into Russia’s bottom line. 

 
 
 

 

The War Premium Departs For the Moment (cont’d) 
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The Bottom Line: How the geopolitics of the Middle East unfolds within the next 
several weeks has the potential to strongly influence the price of oil, and beyond that, 
the global economy. A breakthrough on nuclear talks with Iran is unlikely, however, 
based on its history throughout similar talks. The most likely outcome is an extension 
of talks, a continuation of the status quo, and a delay of resolution. For those who have 
been listening, it is a familiar refrain.  

 

 
Projected Growth in Crude Oil Capacity 

 (Million barrels a day) 

 
 

 
 
 

 

The War Premium Departs For the Moment (cont’d) 

Source: EIA                                Chart 6 



The idea that the U.S. has the possibility of divorcing itself from foreign oil dependence 
is a seductive one, and one that would be hard pressed to encounter resistance, even in 
as divided a house as Congress. The problem, of course, is agreeing on the best way to 
accomplish the task, and a consensus in that arena is problematic indeed. 
 
Shale oil seems as if it could be a large part of a total solution to the energy needs of the 
U.S., but as is often the case for complex issues, the devil is firmly ensconced in the 
details. While there are indeed huge reserves of shale oil in the continental U.S., 
extracting it at a profit remains daunting. Even if the issue of profitable extraction is 
addressed, additional problems remain in the areas of transportation and regulation. 
The mere mention of the word “fracking,” the primary method of shale extraction, 
generates an environmental debate that may actually hinder the development of more 
effective technologies moving forward, due to the fear of regulations impacting profit 
potential.  
 
There is reason for hope, of course. Production of oil from U.S. shale plays has tripled 
over the past three years, increasing from about 250 thousand barrels per day to nearly 
900 thousand barrels per day. Major contributions have come from the Bakken and 
Eagle Ford shale plays. The U.S. Department of Energy puts the technically recoverable 
oil at these two plays at roughly seven billion barrels, while the total estimates of all 
shale plays for the lower 48 states are given to be 24 billion barrels. (Chart 7) 
 (Note: These estimates reflect oil reserves only, not natural gas reserves.) 
 
While these numbers may seem impressive in the abstract, the fact that the U.S. 
consumes about 45% more in oil and related petrol products than it produces means 
that the country is a long way from the Holy Grail of oil independence. On the other 
hand, the country has experienced a slight decline in foreign oil over the course of the 
last eight years, due to increased automotive efficiency and domestic production 
increases. This current trend should be expected to continue. (Chart 8) 
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Is Shale the Grail for U.S. Energy Independence? 



In any event, shale oil is a resource that has yet to live up to its potential, and it may 
be years before shale oil production actually impacts the price of oil in a meaningful 
way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Bottom Line: The upcoming Presidential debates will certainly include the 
discussion of an array of energy topics, including increased drilling, decreased 
regulations, and alternative energy R&D. Will there be any comments that actually 
impact oil prices at this point in time? Only if a freshly-baked political hot potato 
emerges, such as a Solyndra-type loan controversy or a man-made ecological disaster 
such as British Petroleum’s Deepwater Horizon spill.  

Of course, there is always the chance that a true Black Swan event will impact the 
discourse, but shy of that, macroeconomic events will drive oil prices to a greater 
degree than any  reference to future energy policies. 
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Is Shale the Grail for U.S. Energy Independence? (cont’d) 

Source EIA                                             Chart 7 
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Source: EIA                                                                        Chart 8 
    

U.S. Petroleum and Other Liquids, Consumption, 
Production, and Imports (1949-2011) 
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Source: OPEC 

Oil Reserves in the Americas 
                    (Millions of  Barrels) 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 



The current price level of oil reflects the high degree of uncertainty that permeates the 
psyche of Wall Street as opposed to the more straightforward equation of supply and 
demand. Though a thousand arguments could be made as to the reasons a default by 
one or more of the PIIGS (Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain) would not 
necessarily result in a global financial meltdown, the fact is that such an event contains a 
multitude of unknowns. After the debacle of 2008, risk-off is a concept that many asset 
managers now understand.  
 
The dollar remains as the go-to asset under conditions of market stress, with the 
resultant effect of driving down both equities and commodities, with oil key among 
them.  
 
The good news is that a concerted effort by the world's central banks, in the form of 
stimulus and easing, could revive investors’ interest in risk. It happened back in 
November of 2011, when a coordinated effort led by the Fed, and followed by ECB, Bank 
of Japan, Swiss National Bank, Bank of Canada, and Bank of England had the desired 
effect of reversing a steep decline in the global equity markets. The not-so-good news is 
that by nature, central banks tend to be slow and reactive, not fast and proactive. The 
possibility remains that an additional 10-15% correction in the market could occur 
before any collective action would be taken by the central banks. 
 
The Scenario Box on the following page serves as a reference for the possible impact of 
three scenarios on the U.S. markets: Low Crude Oil Prices, Medium Crude Oil Prices and 
High Crude Oil Prices. The specific arenas of impact are then tagged with the likely 
direction of response for each individual scenario.  
 
In addition, the charts and graphs on the next several pages provide an in-depth analysis 
of the three scenarios, and offer Optimized ETF Portfolios and Optimized  S&P 1500 
Portfolios for each scenario, as well as QuickResponse™ stock portfolios based on single 
macroeconomic factors. 
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The Ultimate Bottom Line 



Focus: Global Oil—Three Possible Economic Scenarios 
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With crude prices currently deep into correction territory, having sustained a 20% drop 
from YTD highs in just three months, it would be reasonable to say that light sweet crude 
oil (WTI), at $83 as of publication, is priced on the low side. However, for the purpose of 
this report, any price below $70 falls into the Low Crude Prices scenario.  
 
Referencing light sweet crude’s price range within the last 12 months, the level of  $110 is 
being used for the High Crude Prices scenario. The Medium Crude Prices scenario fills the 
gap between the two. 
 
The three economic scenarios were constructed by considering changes in each of the 
driving factors as shown in the table at the top of this page. 
 
The assets that were selected as proxies to best reflect trends within the multiple 
scenarios include: the VIX, as a representative of market sentiment, the Rogers 
International Commodity Index, which is heavily weighted towards the energy sector, and 
the S&P 500 as a proxy for equity market performance. 

These changes were then analyzed in terms of their impact on a set of 18 MacroRisk 
Factors (go to MacroReport InterActive for a detailed explanation of MacroRisk’s 
methodology), and from there, on the Indexes and ETFs that are being analyzed. 
 
Emerging trends within each scenario may be tracked by using either commodity spot 
prices, individual indexes, or representative ETFs that consist of stocks or indexes that 

best reflect the respective asset, such as USO, SPY, and VXX.  
 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 

  

http://www.sabrient.com/macroreport/
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Current Status of the Economy 

Global Oil Scenarios at a Glance 

Economic scenarios, such as the High Crude Prices, Low Crude Prices, and Medium Crude 
Prices, can be represented in terms of factors. For most stocks, funds, and indexes, the 18 
MacroRisk Factors, taken together, explain over 95% of the movement in price over time. 
 
Each of the 18 factors is represented by a corresponding bar on the graph; these bars signal 
whether the value of each factor is higher or lower than normal. If the bar sits on top of the 
line, the value is higher than average, if the bar drops below the line, the value is lower than 
average.  
 
On the graph, any factor that is inside the green zone is behaving normally. These are colored 
blue. The closer the bar is to the top of the green ”normal” zone, the more the factor has 
been changing recently. If a factor moves up or down significantly, the bar crosses the green 
boundary line and turns red, indicating a level of risk potential. 
 

This graph provides a snapshot of the current economy. 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 

The series of graphs on the foll0wing pages provide a snapshot of the three Global Oil 
scenarios:  Low Crude Prices, Medium Crude Prices and High Crude Prices.  In turn, 
each of  the three projected scenarios are then compared to the current economic 
status, providing an easy, visual reference. 

http://www.sabrient.com/macroreport/macrorisk-factors.php
http://www.sabrient.com/macroreport/macrorisk-factors.php
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Low crude prices would be expected to jump-start many of the world economies, 
lowering overall financial risk, increasing consumer confidence, boosting orders for 
durable goods, and increasing the profitability of shipping and transportation services. 
 
This would be expected to result in a substantial increase in world stock indexes and 
short-term Treasuries, but also a substantial decrease in intermediate- and long-term 
Treasuries.  Agricultural exports from the United States would increase substantially, as 
would other measures of domestic economic activity including housing starts, auto sales, 
and orders for durable goods.  Overall energy prices would be expected to decline, as 

would the price of gold. 

Low Crude Prices Scenario 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 
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Medium Crude Prices Scenario 

Medium crude prices are just below the status quo.  This scenario would help reduce 
concerns about increasing transportation costs and slightly increase the profitability of 
transportation stocks; it would also increase consumer confidence a small amount and lead 
to a slight increase in orders for durable goods. 
 
This scenario would be anticipated to result in a slight increase in BAA bond yield and 
short-term Treasuries, as well as for intermediate and long-term Treasury yields.  
Inflationary expectations would be expected to moderate somewhat; demand for 
automobiles would rise; and overall energy prices would be expected to stabilize or 
decline. 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 



High Crude Prices Scenario 
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Source: MacroRisk Analytics 

The High Crude Prices scenario is expected to be a hammer-blow to the world economy, 
sharply increasing perceived risk, sharply reducing consumer confidence, and putting the 
brakes on orders for goods worldwide which would result in substantial excess capacity in 
the shipping industry and a plummeting stock market. 
 
In this scenario, Gold would jump while world equity markets would plummet.  Overall 
sharply higher energy prices would also be expected to lead to imploding exports, dissolving 
orders for durable goods, falling housing starts, and a crash in automobile sales.  While 
energy prices rise, so would the unemployment rate. The economic components as well as 
the non-economic components of market volatility would be expected to rise. 
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High Crude Prices vs. Low Crude Prices Scenarios 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 

The Low Crude Prices scenario, not surprisingly, offers an extremely high level of 
contrast to the High Crude Prices scenario, particularly in Auto Sales, Agricultural 
Exports and Gold Index. In addition, key international bourses, reflected in both the 
FTSE and Tokyo Stock Exchange, would likely experience a strong upward trend in 
response to lower oil prices.  
 
Meanwhile, under a High Oil Prices scenario, energy prices across the board would 
skyrocket, while New Durable Goods and Government Bond Yields would collectively 
experience a notable decline.  

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 

 



Scenario-Based Optimized ETF Portfolios 
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The following optimized portfolios are based on our analysis of the three Crude Prices 
scenarios as seen through the prism of the 18 MacroRisk Factors referenced on the 
preceding pages.  
 
Please note that in general, the optimized portfolios may be regarded as representative of 
a “forward-looking” perspective of six months out, timed from events that trigger each 

respective scenario. 
 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 



Charts of Optimized ETF Portfolio Weights 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 
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Charts of Optimized ETF Portfolio Weights 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 
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Scenario-Based Optimized Stock (S&P 1500) Portfolios 

Please note that in general, the optimized portfolios may be regarded as representative 
of a “forward-looking” perspective of six months out, timed from events that trigger 
each respective scenario.  
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Source: MacroRisk Analytics 



Charts of Optimized S&P 1500 Portfolio Weights 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 
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Charts of Optimized S&P 1500 Portfolio Weights 

Source: MacroRisk Analytics 
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Sabrient’s QuickResponseTM  Portfolios 

The QuickResponse Portfolios provide money managers an opportunity to take advantage 
of a specific asset’s trend, while lessening the degree of volatility that would normally be 
expected if one were to buy only that specific asset. 
  
So, for example, if oil prices trend higher, the Strong Oil Price Trend portfolio would 
provide a valid vehicle to take advantage of that trend. In turn, the Weak Oil Price Trend 
portfolio serves as a way to participate in the opposite trend. In either case, the portfolio’s 

diversification potentially minimizes the loss as compared with the asset by itself. 
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For the QuickResponse Portfolios, Sabrient applies its proprietary quantitative 
methodology to single macroeconomic factors that lend themselves to back-testing for 
verification. It is a similar algorithm to one used six years ago to design the Sabrient 
Defensive Equity Index, tracked by the Guggenheim Defensive Equity ETF (DEF) which 
currently carries a Morningstar 5-Star rating. 
 
The stocks in the QuickResponse Portfolios are rebalanced weekly, using year-long data 
to generate those stocks that perform well in the respective upward or downward 
movement. 



Sabrient’s QuickResponseTM  Portfolios 
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For The MacroReport: Focus-Global Oil, we selected the strong and weak trends of the 
following five macroeconomic indicators to identify stocks that should outperform their 
benchmarks during each trend: 

• U.S. dollar 
• Euro 
• Oil Prices 
• 10-year Treasuries 
• VIX Volatility Index 

 
These QuickResponse Portfolios may be found on pages 31-35. 

 
Subscribers also have access to an extended set of QuickResponse Portfolios at  
MacroReport InterActive, including ones for the Australian dollar and copper.  The online 
portfolios offer daily price updates and weekly rebalancing of each discrete portfolio.  In 
addition, the online portfolios are expanded to 50 stocks, providing a more in-depth 
selection for consideration. 

Note: QuickResponse Portfolios are intended as long positions and are not recommended 
for shorting. Future editions of  The MacroReport will likely include lists of short candidates 
for these and other scenarios as a service for long-short fund managers as well as for those 

seeking specific hedging ideas. 

http://www.sabrient.com/macroreport/


Strong/Weak U.S. Dollar Trends 

The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market during periods of a rising U.S. dollar.  
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The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market during periods of a falling U.S. dollar, and could be considered “defensive U.S. 
dollar” stocks. 



Strong/Weak Oil Price Trends 

The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market during periods of dramatically rising oil prices. 
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The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market during periods when oil prices are low or falling and could be considered 
“defensive oil” stocks. 



Strong/Weak Euro Trends 

The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform 
the market during periods of a dramatically rising euro. 
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The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform 
the market during periods when the euro is low or falling, and could be considered 
“defensive euro” stocks. 



Strong/Weak 10-Year Treasuries Trends 

The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market during periods of dramatically rising 10-year Treasury yields. 
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The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market during periods when 10-year Treasury yields are low or dropping. 



Strong/Weak VIX Trends 

The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market during dramatically rising VIX levels.   
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The Sabrient model indicates that these QuickResponseTM Stocks should outperform the 
market when VIX levels are low or dropping, and could be considered “defensive VIX” 
stocks.  
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The correlation matrix analysis provides valuable insights regarding the impact of 
economic factors on assets. By knowing which assets are most positively correlated with 
an economic factor, investors can construct portfolios tilted towards that factor. 
Similarly, by identifying assets that are most negatively correlated with an economic 
factor, investors can construct portfolios tilted away from that factor.  
 
This powerful tool helps investors identify which economic factors are most important in 
determining the short run and long run fluctuations in the value of their individual 
holdings and can facilitate more effective diversification and portfolio construction. 
 
On the following pages are three discrete categories of Correlation Tables: (1)  ETF-
based Returns and Values,  (2)  S&P 1500-based Returns and Values, and (3)  MSCI Global 
Indexes-based Returns and Values.  Taken together, they offer a rich opportunity for 
analysis of the macroeconomic landscape through the prism of ETFs, stocks, and global 
indexes.  
 
These three categories of Correlation Tables provide both correlations of returns, 
defined here as short-term information, and correlation of values, which capture 
longer term trends, thereby providing a choice of timelines to correspond to multiple 
portfolio needs. 
 
Correlation Tables featuring Rogers Commodity Index, Dow Jones Transportation Index, 
Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate, Baltic Dry Shipping Index, and the KBW Banking Index can 
be found on pages 37-52. 
 
Note: For a number of additional Correlation Tables, please visit our interactive site, 
MacroReport InterActive.  Featured on the site are tables that include the three 
categories referenced above in comparison to the following indexes:  

 
 Baltic Dry Shipping Index  
 Consumer Confidence Index 
 Consumer Price Index (Fuel) 
 Dow Jones Transportation Index  
 Euro/U.S. Dollar Exchange Rate 
 ISM Purchasing Index 
 KBW Bank Index 
 Rogers Commodity Index 
 S&P 500 Index 
 VIX (Market Volatility Index) 

 
 
 

Correlations of Returns and Values 

http://www.sabrient.com/macroreport/


Correlation of Index-Based Returns: 
MSCI Global Equity Indexes to the Rogers Commodity Index 

These two tables list the global equity indexes with the highest and lowest correlations 
with the Rogers Commodity  Index. The tables include correlations of returns, which 
illustrate short-term information. 
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Canada tops the list of the top 15 correlations of returns to the Rogers Commodity Index.  
Asian countries form the majority of the bottom list of correlations of returns, with the 
notable exception of Greece. 
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Correlation of Index-Based Values: 
MSCI Global Equity Indexes to the Rogers Commodity Index 

These two tables list the global equity indexes with the highest and lowest correlations 
with the Rogers Commodity  Index. The tables include correlations of values, which 
capture longer term trends. 
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Similar to the returns correlations table, Canada is the most highly correlated with the 
Rogers Commodity Index, while a rash of Asian equity indexes have high value correlations 
as well. 

The Philippines edges out the USA as having the least correlation of values with the Rogers 
Commodity Index, while a blend of Asia and Europe fills out the remaining bottom 
correlations rankings. 
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Correlation of Index-Based Returns: 

MSCI Global Equity Indexes to the Dow Jones Transportation Index 

These two tables list the global equity indexes with the highest and lowest correlations 
with the Dow Jones Transportation Index. The tables include correlations of returns, 

which illustrate short-term information. 
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North American and “World” indexes are leaders among the top 15 correlations of 
returns to the Dow Jones Transportation Index.  Asian indexes form the remainder of the 
Bottom 15 returns correlations.  
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Correlation of Index-Based Values: 
MSCI Global Equity Indexes to the Dow Jones Transportation Index 

These two tables list the global equity indexes with the highest and lowest correlations 
with the Dow Jones Transportation Index. The tables include correlations of values, which 
capture longer term trends. 
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In terms of values correlations between the MSCI  Global Equity Indexes and the Dow 
Jones Transportation Index, the list is again led by North America, while the bottom 15 
includes several European national indexes, including 4 of the 5 “PIIGS.” 
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Correlation of ETFs to the Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate: Returns 

The following tables list the ETFs with the highest and lowest correlations with the 
Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate. The tables include correlations of returns, which illustrate 
short-term information, as well as correlations of values, which capture longer term 
trends. 
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European and International ETFs form the majority of the top 15 correlations of ETFs 
to the Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate by returns, while “short” funds dominate the list of 
those with the lowest correlations of returns. 
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Correlation of ETFs to the Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate: Values 

Both commodity and currency ETFs appear in the top 15 values list of the highest 
correlation to the Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate, while fixed income funds have a strong 
presence in the bottom 15 values correlation list. 
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Correlation of ETFs to the Baltic Dry Shipping Index: Returns 

The following tables list the ETFs with the highest and lowest correlations with the Baltic 
Dry Shipping Index. The tables include correlations of returns, which illustrate short-term 
information, as well as correlations of values which capture longer term trends. 
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ETFs that are bearish on the emerging markets are most prominent among the top 15 
returns correlated to the Baltic Dry Shipping Index, while India-oriented ETFs are a 
common theme in the bottom 15 returns correlation list.  
 



Correlation of ETFs to the Baltic Dry Shipping Index: Values 

Bear Emerging Markets ETFs are also most common among the top 15 values correlation 
list, while three of the Claymore “specific date” fixed income ETFs head the bottom 15 
values correlation list. 
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Correlation of ETFs to the KBW Bank Index: Returns 

The following tables list the ETFs with the highest and lowest correlations with the KBW 
Bank Index. The tables include correlations of returns, which illustrate short-term 

information, as well as correlations of values which capture longer term trends. 
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ETFs in the  Financial Sector form the majority of the top 15  KBW Bank Index returns 
correlations list. 
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Correlation of ETFs to the KBW Bank Index: Values 

“Short”  and “ultra-short” equity ETFs  tend to dominate the bottom 15 values 
correlations list. 
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Correlation of S&P 1500 to the Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate: Returns 

The following tables list the S&P 1500 stocks with the highest and lowest correlations 
with the Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate. The tables include correlations of returns, which 
illustrate short-term information, as well as correlations of values, which capture longer 

term trends. 
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Loews Corporation is the most highly correlated of all S&P 1500 to the Euro/Dollar Exchange 
Rate returns list, while CV, a Vermont Utility, heads the list of the bottom 15 returns list. 



Correlation of S&P 1500 to the Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate: Values 

Insurance software provider Solera Holdings is most correlated to the Euro/Dollar 
Exchange rate values list, while Utilities comprise the top three companies on the 
bottom 15 values correlation list, showing a high degree of negative correlations. 
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Correlation of S&P 1500 to the Baltic Dry Shipping Index: Returns 

The following tables list the S&P 1500 stocks with the highest and lowest correlations with 
the Baltic Dry Shipping Index. The tables include correlations of returns, which illustrate 

short-term information, as well as correlations of values which capture longer term trends. 
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In terms of returns, both cigarette manufacturers and  electrical companies are among 
the top 15 S&P 1500 companies with the greatest degree of correlation to the Baltic Dry 
Shipping Index, while manufacturing  companies are among the bottom 15.   



Correlation of S&P 1500 to the Baltic Dry Shipping Index: Values 

As well, electrical companies appear on the top 15 values correlation list, with service 
industry companies well represented on the bottom 15 values correlation list. 
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Correlation of S&P 1500 to the KBW Bank Index: Returns 

The following tables list the S&P 1500 stocks with the highest and lowest correlations with 
the KBW Bank Index. The tables include correlations of returns, which illustrate short-term 
information, as well as correlations of the index values which capture longer term trends. 
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Not surprisingly, the Banking Industry is well represented among the top 15 KBW Bank 
Index correlations list of returns.  The bottom 15 list of returns correlations is comprised of 
a broad combination of Utilities and Consumer Goods and Services.  



Correlation of S&P 1500 to the KBW Bank Index: Values 

Banks dominate the top 15 values correlations list as well. Newmont Mining Company 
has the highest degree of negative correlation with the KBW Bank Index, and is joined by 
a variety of Oil and Utility companies on the bottom 15 values correlations list. 
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Disclaimer 

This information contained in this report is neither a solicitation to buy nor an offer to sell securities. 

Sabrient Systems, LLC (Sabrient), is an independent California limited liability corporation. Other than 
annual or monthly fees from subscribers to its rankings, strategies, products, and services, and a 
percentage of the AUM of the ETFs that track the Sabrient indices, Sabrient does not receive, directly or 
indirectly, any consideration for publishing its rankings, strategies, or indices. Sabrient is not an 
investment advisor, and this report is not investment advice. 

MacroRisk Analytics is a creation of the Center for Computationally Advanced Statistical Techniques 
(c4cast.com, Inc.).  

Customer agrees not to publish, reproduce or otherwise disclose any data, information or reports 
generated by or based on The MacroReport.  Except to the extent otherwise stated in this agreement, 
The MacroReport is provided to customer “as is” and without any warranties, express or implied, and 
c4cast.com, Inc. (“c4cast.com”) and Sabrient and the applicable manufacturers and authors of the data 
information or technology underlying The MacroReport (“underlying technology”) disclaim any and all 
warranties regarding The MacroReport or any results therefrom, either express or implied, including but 
not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for use or for a particular purpose. 

c4cast.com and Sabrient represent and warrant that they own or otherwise have represents and warrants 
that it owns or otherwise has the right to offer The MacroReport, and to deliver The MacroReport, if and 
when applicable, to customer. Any and all resulting actions or omissions taken by customer based on the 
use of or results obtained from The MacroReport are taken by customer at customer’s sole and exclusive 
risk and decision, and customer will indemnify and hold c4cast.com and Sabrient and their directors, 
officers and employees harmless from any and all damages and liabilities of customer and of all third 
parties (except to the extent stated elsewhere) arising from customer’s use of and access to The 
MacroReport. The MacroReport is not error-free, and is also not warranted by c4cast.com or Sabrient to 
be available for any minimum period of time. 

Third party data information used by c4cast.com or Sabrient has not been verified nor is c4cast.com or 
Sabrient responsible to verify the accuracy of such information. Furthermore, c4cast.com and Sabrient 
are not responsible for any updates to previously used third party data information nor advising customer 
of any such updates. Neither c4cast.com nor Sabrient nor any manufacturer or author of The 
MacroReport or underlying technology shall be liable for any indirect, consequential, punitive, special or 
incidental damages, third party damages, or for any loss of profits even if advised of such possibility 
arising from this agreement, the unavailability, use of or access to The MacroReport.  c4cast.com and 
Sabrient are not responsible for the performance or quality of The MacroReport. 

Except to the extent related to the proprietary indemnity obligations stated below, should for any 
reason, whether under contract or tort law or otherwise, c4cast.com or Sabrient is liable to customer, 
c4cast.com’s and Sabrient’s maximum liability shall not exceed the amount(s) paid by affected customer 
for The MacroReport giving rise to such damages or liability. Notwithstanding the foregoing in this 
paragraph, c4cast.com and Sabrient shall hold customer harmless and will defend customer from and 
against all damages and liabilities (including, but not limited to all third party reasonable and entitled 
attorneys’ fees and legal costs) and claims made by or actions commenced by third parties that The 
MacroReport infringes any United States patent, copyright, or other proprietary right, or is based on 
trade secrets misappropriation of such third parties, provided that customer (i) provides prompt notice to 
c4cast.com and/or Sabrient of such claim or action, (ii) permits c4cast.com and/or Sabrient to control the 
defense of such claim or action, (iii) provides reasonable assistance in the defense or any claim or action, 
and (iv) c4cast.com and/or Sabrient is granted the sole right to settle such claim or action. 
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Sabrient Systems, LLC 
115 S. La Cumbre Lane, #100 
Santa Barbara, CA  93105 
805.730.7777 

MacroRisk Analytics 
750 East Walnut Street 
Pasadena, CA  91101 
888.502.3605 
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